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AT A GLANCE
The U.S. manufacturing sector could capture $70 billion to $115 billion in annual
exports from other nations by the end of the decade as a result of significant cost
advantages over Western Europe and Japan. Combined with production “reshored”
from China, these higher exports could create up to 5 million new American jobs.
Consider Total Costs
Among the biggest drivers of the growing U.S. competitive advantage are labor and
energy costs. Adjusted for productivity, U.S. labor costs are projected to be 15 to
35 percent lower than those of Western Europe and Japan by 2015 for many
products. Prices for natural gas are projected to be 60 to 70 percent lower, and
electricity is projected to be 40 to 70 percent cheaper in the U.S.
Rethink Your Global Footprint
Companies should maintain a diversified global manufacturing footprint to have
the flexibility to respond to the needs of specific markets. But because of shifting
cost structures, they should consider using the U.S. as a manufacturing base to
supply not just the U.S. but also developed markets such as Europe and Japan.
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E

xport manufacturing has recently become the unsung hero of the U.S.
economy. Despite all the public focus on the U.S. trade deficit, little attention
has been paid to the fact that the country’s exports have been growing more than
seven times faster than GDP since 2005. As a share of the U.S. economy, in fact,
exports are at their highest point in 50 years.
But this is likely to be just the beginning. We project that the U.S., as a result of its
increasing competitiveness in manufacturing, will capture $70 billion to $115 billion
in annual exports from other nations by the end of the decade. About two-thirds of
these export gains could come from production shifts to the U.S. from leading
European nations and Japan. By 2020, higher U.S. exports, combined with production work that will likely be “reshored” from China, could create 2.5 million to 5
million American factory and service jobs associated with increased manufacturing.

Our perspective is based on shifts in cost structures that increasingly favor U.S.
manufacturing. In the first two reports in our Made in America, Again series, we
explained how China’s once overwhelming production-cost advantage over the U.S.
is rapidly eroding because of higher wages and other factors—and how these trends
are likely to boost U.S. manufacturing in specific industries.1 Below, we focus on
America’s increasing cost-competitiveness in manufacturing compared with leading
advanced economies that are major exporters.
Our analysis suggests that the U.S. is steadily becoming one of the lowest-cost
countries for manufacturing in the developed world. We estimate that by 2015,
average manufacturing costs in the five major advanced export economies that we
studied—Germany, Japan, France, Italy, and the U.K.—will be 8 to 18 percent
higher than in the U.S. Among the biggest drivers of this advantage will be the costs
of labor (adjusted for productivity), natural gas, and electricity. As a result, we
estimate that the U.S. could capture up to 5 percent of total exports from these
developed countries by the end of the decade. The shift will be supported by a
significant U.S. advantage in shipping costs in important trade routes compared
with other major manufacturing economies.
These shifting cost dynamics are likely to have a significant impact on world trade.
China and the major developed economies account for around 75 percent of global
exports. And the U.S. export surge will be felt across a wide range of U.S. industries.
The most profound impact will likely be on industrial groups that account for the
bulk of global trade, such as transportation equipment, chemicals, machinery, and
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As a result of its
increasing competitiveness in manufacturing, the U.S. could
capture $70 billion to
$115 billion in annual
exports from other
nations by the end of
the decade.

computer and electronic products. Production gains will come in several forms. In
some cases, companies will increasingly use the U.S. as a low-cost export base for
the rest of the world. In other cases, U.S. production will displace imports as both
U.S. and foreign companies relocate the manufacturing of goods sold in the U.S.
that otherwise would have been made offshore.
The full impact of the shifting cost advantage will take several years to be felt in
terms of new production capacity. And the magnitude of the job gains will depend
heavily on the degree to which the U.S. can continue to enhance its global competitiveness. One of the biggest challenges facing U.S. manufacturers is the supply of
skilled labor. As we explained in a previous publication, however, our analysis
shows that, in the short term, any U.S. manufacturing skills gap is unlikely to be
significant enough to curtail a U.S. manufacturing resurgence. Rather, such shortages are more of a long-term risk if action is not taken soon to train and recruit new
skilled workers.2
Companies should, of course, continue to maintain diversified manufacturing
operations around the world. But at the same time, they must be aware that the
structural changes in production cost structures represent a potential paradigm
shift for global manufacturing that warrants immediate attention.

The Pendulum Swings Back
For much of the past four decades, manufacturing work has been migrating from
the world’s high-cost to its low-cost economies. Generally, this has meant a transfer
of factory jobs of all kinds from the U.S. to abroad.

In the years ahead, it
could be America’s
turn to be on the
receiving end of
production shifts in
many industries.

The pendulum finally is starting to swing back—and in the years ahead, it could be
America’s turn to be on the receiving end of production shifts in many industries.
In previous reports, we cited a number of examples of companies that have shifted
production to the U.S. from China and other low-cost nations. These companies
range from big multinationals like Ford and NCR to smaller U.S. makers of everything from kitchenware and plastic coolers to headphones. More recently, computer
giant Lenovo opened a plant to assemble Think-brand laptops, notebooks, and
tablets in North Carolina. Toshiba Industrial has moved production of its hybridelectric vehicle motors from Japan to Houston. Airbus has broken ground on a $600
million assembly line in Mobile, Alabama, for its A320 family of jetliners; the
facility will create up to 1,000 high-skilled jobs. Flextronics, one of the world’s
largest electronics-manufacturing-services companies, has announced that it will
invest $32 million in a product innovation center in Silicon Valley. The company’s
CEO was quoted in the Wall Street Journal as saying that Flextronics may need to
add 1 million square feet of manufacturing capacity in the U.S. over the next five
years, depending on economic conditions.
There also is early evidence that foreign manufacturers are starting to move production to or expand production capacity in the U.S. for export around the world.

••
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Toyota has announced that it is exporting Camry sedans assembled in Kentucky
and Sienna minivans made in Indiana to South Korea. The company has also
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suggested that it may ship U.S.-made cars to China and Russia. In press reports,
the president of Toyota Motor North America was quoted as saying, “This is just
the beginning of a new era of North America being a source of supply to many
other parts of the world.”

••

Honda is adding shifts at its plants in Indiana and Ohio to increase exports. The
company has said it expects to double its exports of U.S.-made vehicles in the
next few years.

••

Siemens announced it will build gas turbines in North Carolina that will be used
to construct a large power plant in Saudi Arabia.

••

Yamaha has transferred production of all-terrain vehicles from overseas facilities
to Newman, Georgia, where it directly employs 1,250 factory workers. Yamaha
has also opened a second assembly plant in Newman to produce future Side-bySide products, including a three-person vehicle called the Viking, for worldwide
distribution. Yamaha says it could add another 300 jobs in Georgia over the next
three to five years.

••

In 2011, Rolls-Royce began making engine discs for aircraft at Crosspointe, a
world-class manufacturing facility in Prince George County, Virginia. The
company said that some parts made in Virginia would be shipped to Europe
and Asia to be assembled in jet engine factories. In coming years, Rolls-Royce
plans to invest over $500 million in Crosspointe, generating more than 600 jobs,
to serve the global economy.

••

Michelin of France announced that it will invest $750 million to build a new
factory and expand another one in South Carolina to make large tires for
earth movers used in the mining and construction industries. The Financial
Times reported that at least 80 percent of the additional output will be
exported.

While the impact of this trend on U.S. jobs is currently modest, we expect a significant increase in such announcements starting around 2015, as the economic case
for reshoring to the U.S. grows stronger—and as companies adjust their global
manufacturing footprints accordingly.

The U.S. as a Low-Cost Country
The U.S. now has a distinct production-cost advantage compared with other
developed economies that are leading manufacturers. We estimate that due to
three factors alone—labor, natural gas, and electricity—average manufacturing
costs in the U.K. will be 8 percent higher than in the U.S. by 2015. Costs will be
10 percent higher in Japan, 16 percent higher in Germany and in France, and
18 percent higher in Italy. (See Exhibit 1.) There are three key drivers of this cost
advantage.
Labor. The U.S. labor market is currently more attractive than that of all other
major manufacturers among the developed economies. This is especially true when
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By 2015, average
manufacturing costs
will be 8 percent
higher in the U.K.,
10 percent higher in
Japan, and 18 percent
higher in Italy than in
the U.S.

Exhibit 1 | Labor and Energy Cost Advantages Will Make the U.S. One of the Developed World’s
Lowest-Cost Countries
Average projected manufacturing cost structures of the major
exporting nations relative to the U.S., 2015
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Sources: U.S. Economic Census; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis; International Labour Organization.
Note: Cost structures were calculated as a weighted average across all industries. No difference was assumed in “other” costs (e.g., raw materials
inputs and machine and tool depreciation). Differences in values are a function of the industry mix of each exporting country.
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2
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factory wages are adjusted for output per worker, which is considerably higher in
the U.S. than in Europe and Japan. Only a decade ago, average productivity-adjusted factory labor costs were around 17 percent lower in the U.S. than in Europe, and
only 3 percent lower in the U.S. than in Japan. The productivity gap between these
nations and the U.S. has widened considerably over the past ten years. We project
that by 2015, average labor costs will be around 16 percent lower in the U.S. than in
the U.K., 18 percent lower than in Japan, 34 percent lower than in Germany, and
35 percent lower than in France and Italy. (See Exhibit 2.)
An added advantage of the U.S. labor market is its relative flexibility. The Fraser
Institute ranks the U.S. as the world’s third-most-favorable economy in terms of
labor market regulation. In contrast, Japan and the U.K. rank 14 and 15, Italy ranks
72, France ranks 94, and Germany ranks 112.
A major reason for this high ranking is that it is far easier and less costly in the U.S.
than in most other advanced economies to adjust the size of the workforce in
response to business conditions. In Germany, for example, we estimate governmentmandated costs of approximately $8 million to shutter an average, 200-worker plant
and more than $40 million to close a 1,000-worker plant. These costs are associated
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Exhibit 2 | The U.S. Labor Market Is the Most Attractive of All Major Developed-World
Manufacturers
Labor costs in other major manufacturing
economies are 1.2 to 1.6 times higher....

...and the U.S. benefits from a comparatively
flexible labor market
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Note: Fully loaded wages from the Economist Intelligence Unit. U.S. wages are the average for lower-cost states.
1
Projections for 2013 to 2015.

with the need to comply with rules governing severance pay and the advance notice
that must be given to long-term employees. However, the actual cost of shutting a
German factory can be significantly higher. German law mandates that workers
may remain on the job, at full pay, for anywhere from a few months to more than a
year, depending on how long they have been employed by the company, while
layoff terms are being negotiated and after notification of a layoff has been received. Specific union contracts, asset write-downs, requirements to retrain workers,
and other factors can also add to exit costs. These are major considerations when
European companies decide where to make new long-term investments in manufacturing capacity.
Energy. Rapid technological progress in hydraulic fracturing is making it more
economically feasible to unlock vast U.S. natural gas and oil deposits from shale.
Since 2003, U.S. production of shale gas increased more than tenfold. This has
helped push down the U.S. wholesale price of natural gas by 51 percent since
2005. By 2020, recovery costs from shale are expected to be half what they
were in 2005—giving the U.S. a much larger supply of inexpensive natural gas.
By 2035, U.S. shale-gas production is projected to double again, to 12 trillion
cubic feet.
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Most public attention to this development has focused on the implications for U.S.
energy security. Less appreciated is the fact that cheap domestic sources of
natural gas translate into a significant competitive advantage for a number of
U.S.-based industries. Natural gas costs anywhere from 2.6 to 3.8 times higher in
Europe and Japan than in the U.S. (See Exhibit 3.) The American advantage will
likely grow further in the future: the most recent estimates suggest that the U.S.
has more than 350 trillion cubic feet of proven shale-gas reserves, plus another
1,600 trillion cubic feet of potential shale-gas resources. That is more than four
times the reserves of Western Europe. Japan’s reserves of both shale and conventional gas are negligible.
There are two important implications for industry. First, natural gas is a key feedstock for chemicals and plastics and is a significant cost in the manufacture of
primary metals, paper, synthetic textiles, and nonmetallic mineral products. Second,
gas-fired power plants are an important source of electricity in the U.S. So cheap
natural gas will contribute to keeping power costs lower for U.S.-based industry.
Industrial electricity prices are currently 61 percent higher in France, 92 percent
higher in the U.K., 107 percent higher in Germany, 135 percent higher in Japan, and
287 percent higher in Italy. Lower electricity rates add a further cost advantage of
several percentage points to energy-intensive U.S.-based industries such as metals
and paper.
Shipping Rates. Our calculations of manufacturing costs in the U.S. and other
developed economies did not factor in a projection for shipping expenses. On

Exhibit 3 | Abundant Natural Gas Has Led to a Large Energy-Cost Advantage for Domestic
Manufacturers in the U.S.
Natural gas prices in other major manufacturing economies
are around 2.6 to 3.8 times higher than in the U.S....
Natural gas prices (indexed, U.S. = 100)
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several important international trade routes, however, transportation costs give
U.S.-based manufacturers another significant advantage. The large trade deficits
that the U.S. has run up in the past decade have had a perverse impact on the
shipping industry. Containers have been arriving in U.S. ports filled with imported
products—and sometimes departing empty. The ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach,
New York, Seattle, and Tacoma all process more than twice as many U.S. imports as
exports. Meanwhile, capacity at U.S. ports nearly doubled between 2000 and 2008.
As a result, the capacity utilization rate at U.S. ports was only around 54 percent as
of 2010—one of the lowest rates in the world. In Europe, ports in 2010 were operating at 59 percent of capacity. Utilization rates were at 69 percent in Northeast Asia
and 76 percent in Southeast Asia.
The imbalanced trade flow has translated into low outbound-freight costs on a
number of important trade routes. In late 2011 and early 2012, it cost an average of
$3,900 per 40-foot equivalent unit (FEU), or around 72 cubic meters of container
space, to ship goods from Yokohama to Rotterdam. The comparable shipping rate
from New York City was $1,400. Although freight costs from the west coast of the
U.S. to Japan are only slightly lower than those from Europe to Japan, U.S. exporters
have an advantage because the shipping distance is shorter, meaning they can more
quickly get their goods to Japanese buyers. Because so many shipping containers
from the U.S. to China are returning empty, freight costs from the U.S. to China are
particularly cheap—just $850 per FEU. That compares with $700 per FEU from
neighboring Japan. As a result, Japan’s proximity to China will not necessarily be
enough to offset the U.S. advantage in lower overall production costs for many
products that are not time sensitive.
One event that could significantly change the cost balance, of course, is a sharp
depreciation of the euro against the U.S. dollar. The dollar did indeed increase in
value from around $1.60 per euro in early 2008 to around $1.20 per euro in mid2012 as a result of the global financial crisis. But the dollar would have to appreciate even more dramatically—to below $1 per euro—for Germany, France, and Italy
to approach cost parity with the U.S. by 2015. We will continue to monitor this and
other cost factors as we continue our research on the competitiveness of the major
manufacturing economies.
Many may assume that most of the production displaced from these developed
economies will shift to China rather than to the U.S. But for reasons we explained
in an earlier report in this series (Made in America, Again: Why Manufacturing Will
Return to the U.S., BCG Focus, August 2011), wages have been rising so rapidly in
China that its cost advantage over the U.S. by 2015 is projected to be only around
5 percent for many goods exported to North America. When logistics, shipping
costs, and the many risks of operating extended global supply chains are factored
in, it will be more economical to make many goods now imported from China in
the U.S. if they are consumed in the U.S.

The Impact on U.S. Exports
The U.S. export sector is already a little-noticed bright spot in the U.S. economy.
Since 2005, export growth has averaged nearly 8 percent per year—despite the
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rising so rapidly in
China that its cost
advantage over the
U.S. by 2015 is
projected to be only
around 5 percent for
many goods exported
to North America.

global recession of 2008 to 2009. Exports of U.S. goods, excluding food and beverages, now account for around 10 percent of U.S. GDP, the largest share in five decades.
In the 1960s, when the U.S. was the world’s dominant manufacturer, exports
accounted for only around 4 percent of GDP. What’s more, while the share of global
exports by Western Europe and Japan declined between 2005 and 2010, U.S.
exports have held steady at around 11 percent.
This momentum is likely to accelerate. Because of lower costs, we project that by
the end of the decade, the U.S. could capture $20 billion to $55 billion in annual
exports from the four Western European nations we studied, which would represent 2 to 5 percent of those nations’ total exports. In addition, we estimate that the
U.S. could capture $5 billion to $12 billion in Japanese exports by that time, or
1 to 2 percent of Japan’s total current exports.

The Impact on U.S. Jobs
We estimate that the increase in U.S. exports and in the domestic production of
goods that otherwise would have been imported will create between 600,000 and
1.2 million direct factory jobs. Another 1.9 million to 3.5 million jobs could be
created indirectly in related services such as retail, transportation, and logistics.
(See Exhibit 4.) We base these estimates on average output per worker and the
multiplier effect in each industry category. In the transportation equipment sector,
for example, every $140,000 in additional output on average creates one new job. A
boost in U.S. production of $3 billion to $9 billion, therefore, would create 20,000 to
65,000 factory jobs. Each transportation-equipment production job, in turn, creates
3.6 jobs indirectly in other areas of the economy. That translates into an overall job

Exhibit 4 | The U.S. Export Surge Could Create 2.5 Million to 5 Million New Jobs
Projection revised upward from our earlier estimate of
2 to 3 million jobs from both reshoring and exports
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Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis; U.S. Central Intelligence Agency, The World Factbook, 2013; BCG analysis.
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increase of 110,000 to 290,000 in the U.S. transportation-equipment industry as a
result of increased exports and reshored production.
If our projection of 2.5 to 5 million new U.S. jobs is accurate, the U.S. unemployment rate could drop by 2 to 3 percentage points. That would push the U.S. rate
toward the “frictional” level, meaning the unemployment that normally occurs in
an economy as workers change jobs.

Where the Gains Will Come
The gains in U.S. exports are likely to be felt across a wide range of industries. The
U.S. is particularly well positioned compared with the five developed economies to
increase exports in seven industrial categories: transportation equipment, chemicals, petroleum and coal products, computer and electronic products, machinery,
electrical equipment, and primary metals. (See Exhibit 5.) These seven groups of
industries accounted for roughly 75 percent ($12.6 trillion) of total global exports in
2011. Let’s look at three of them a little more closely.
Transportation Equipment. This industrial category includes cars, trucks, buses,
and aircraft. We project that in 2015, the U.S. will have an 11 percent cost advantage over Germany, which exported $319 billion in transportation equipment in
2011, and a 6 percent advantage over Japan, which exported $191 billion. The lower
cost of labor accounts for virtually the entire U.S. cost advantage in this category.
When adjusted for productivity, Japanese labor costs in transportation equipment
manufacturing will be 22 percent higher than those of the U.S. German, French,
and Italian labor costs will be 50 percent higher.

Exhibit 5 | Three-Quarters of Global Manufactured Exports Are Concentrated in Seven
Industrial Categories
Value of global exported manufactured goods, 2011 ($billions)
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China will still have an average production-cost advantage of around 6 percent in
2015 for transportation equipment. When shipping and other costs are accounted
for, however, it will make more economic sense for such products to be made in the
U.S. if they are consumed in the U.S.
We project that by 2015, the U.S. will gain $3 billion to $9 billion in exports of
transportation equipment from Western Europe and Japan.
Chemicals. The low cost of natural gas in the U.S. will become a particularly
significant factor in the production of chemicals, where natural gas is often an
important feedstock. Production costs in Germany, a leading chemical exporter, are
projected to be 29 percent higher than in the U.S. in 2015. Chemical production
costs are projected to be 17 percent higher in the U.K., 27 percent higher in Italy
and Japan, and 28 percent higher in France.

We project that
by 2015, the U.S.
will gain $7 billion
to $12 billion in
chemical exports
and $3 billion to
$12 billion in
machinery exports
from Western
Europe and Japan.

A breakdown of the cost structures in each country shows why. Although the cost of
German labor will be more than 50 percent higher, for example, the biggest impact
will be from differences in natural gas prices, which will be more than three and a
half times higher in Germany than in the U.S. Put another way, while natural gas
will account for 8 percent of the total production cost of U.S.-made chemicals, it will
account for 29 percent of costs in Germany. In the case of Japan, natural gas costs in
chemical manufacturing will be nearly four times higher than in the U.S. in 2015. A
further consideration is electricity rates, since chemical production is power intensive. We estimate that lower electricity rates will give the U.S. an additional cost
advantage, ranging from 1 percentage point over the U.K., France, and Germany to
4 percentage points over Italy.
The U.S. will have a significant cost advantage over China in chemical production in
2015 as well. We project that costs in China’s Yangtze River Delta region will be
16 percent higher, with natural gas prices more than offsetting any advantage that
China will have in labor costs.
We project that by 2015, the U.S. will gain $7 billion to $12 billion in chemical
exports from Western Europe and Japan.
Machinery. This broad category includes everything from construction and industrial machinery to engines and air conditioners. The U.S. will have a manufacturing
cost advantage in machinery of around 7 percent over Japan, where machinery is a
$143 billion export industry. Machinery production costs will be around 14 percent
higher in Germany, which exported $216 billion in machinery in 2011, 14 percent
higher in France, and 15 percent higher in Italy. Labor, a major cost in machinery
manufacturing, is the big differentiator.
Projected total costs for machinery production will be around 8 percent lower in
China in 2015. But when other costs are considered, it will likely be more costeffective to produce much of the machinery that is sold in the U.S. in the U.S.
We project that by 2015, the U.S. will gain $3 billion to $12 billion in machinery
exports from Western Europe and Japan.
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The Key Messages for Manufacturers
Such core U.S. cost advantages as cheap energy and labor adjusted for productivity
are likely to persist for at least the next five to ten years. As a result, the steady
emergence of the U.S. as one of the lowest-cost countries of the developed world is
a trend that is likely to have major implications for manufacturers around the
world in a wide range of product categories across a wide range of industries. In the
near term, the new math of manufacturing requires that many companies reassess
their global production strategy.
We have long advised companies to maintain a diversified global manufacturing
footprint in order to have the flexibility to respond to unanticipated changes and to
expand or reduce production quickly in response to the competitive needs of
specific markets. This advice continues to hold true. We also advise companies to
carefully consider the total cost of ownership over the lifetime of the investment
when deciding where to build new production capacity.
The shifting cost dynamics, however, suggest that more companies should consider
the U.S. as a manufacturing option for global markets. A number of leading manufacturers based in Europe and Asia have already begun to use the U.S. as a major
export platform or have announced plans to do so. Others are relocating offshore
production to the U.S. of goods to be consumed in North America. We believe that
these companies are the early movers in what is likely to become a more widespread trend by 2020.
Companies that fail to take into account these cost shifts when making long-term
investments could find themselves at a competitive disadvantage. Improving U.S.
cost-competitiveness compared with developed economies, combined with rising
costs in such offshore-manufacturing havens as China, represent what we believe is
a paradigm shift that could usher in an American manufacturing renaissance.

Notes
1. Made in America, Again: Why Manufacturing Will Return to the U.S., BCG Focus, August 2011, and U.S.
Manufacturing Nears the Tipping Point: Which Industries, Why, and How Much? BCG Focus, March 2012.
2. “Why a Skills Gap Is Unlikely to Constrain a U.S. Manufacturing Resurgence,” BCG article,
November 2012.
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